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mitment to Jewish communal service as a
whole. Although since he wrote the article
about a dozen graduate programs dedicated
to Jewish communal service were estab
lished in the United States, there still is no
c o m m o n l y agreed-on curricula, no body
"certifying" the schools, and widely varying
professional certification requirements (e.g.,
social worker, rabbi, educator). There is no
agreement on what a Jewish professional to
day should value or what c o m m o n knowl
edge, methods, and skills he or she should
possess. In the United States, fewer than 25
percent of those professionals working in
paid positions belong to the "professional"
associations within the Jewish community.
There are far fewer of them so affiliated
elsewhere throughout the world.
Today, can w e speak of a profession of
Jewish communal service? Can w e agree about
the knowledge, values, and skills that must be
shared by all who claim to be Jewish commu
nal professionals? I suggest the answer is much
more complicated today than 25 years ago be
cause of the changes within Jewish hfe.
BOTH POSITIVE A N D N E G A T I V E
CHANGES
Spectacularly positive developments have
occurred during the past quarter-century: the
fall of the Berlin Wall between East and
West; the unanticipated place of w o m e n in
the marketplace and Jewish life; the resur
gence of Jewish life among a growing core
of people in almost every country throughout
the world; the geometric growth of intensive
Jewish education in many countries; the
flourishing resident camp programs in North
America; Jewish communities' use of tech
nology; the phenomenal expansion of Jewish
art, drama, and music; the growth of Israel as
a dynamic e c o n o m i c engine in the high-tech
field; the incredible accretion of wealth in
s o m e Jewish circles; the rise of the megagivers in shaping the Jewish agenda; the
acceptance of Jews in high places throughout
the world, including in political circles; the
number of Jews outside of Israel w h o speak
Hebrew; the growth of Jewish scholarship; the
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growing numbers of those who serve the Jew
ish community as rabbis, educators, and c o m 
munal workers; the Jews in Germany as they
stmggle to become a community; the place and
status of Jews in academic and scientific circles
worldwide; and the unimagined aliyah to Is
rael, especially from the former Soviet Union
and Ethiopia. The list could be longer.
Simultaneously for those of us w h o feel
better in describing ourselves as the "everdying people" (Ravidovitch's
felicitous
phrase), here is a list of negative develop
ments: the growing number of inter-marrieds; the falling Jewish birthrate outside the
state of Israel; the c o m p l e x nature of antiSemitism and anti-Israel sentiment in s o m e
academic and political systems; the growing
schisms in Israel and the Jewish world in
general, because of unshared visions as to
the nature and size of tomorrow's Israel; the
growth of violence as a political tool; the
aging of Jews throughout the world; the
breakdown of a sense of Jewish community,
especially in the United States; the changing
priorities of philanthropists and the younger
generations w h o seek and support more uni
versalistic causes today; the staggering e c o 
nomic cost of Jewish education and Jewish
life in many parts of the world today; the
accelerated growth of poverty among Jews;
the growing numbers w h o are not affiliated
in a formal sense to Jewish institutions; the
lack of Jewish leadership in the mold of
those w h o shaped Jewish life in the first 75
years of the 2 0 * century; the gap between
much of world Jewry and Israel, especially
among the young generations; the diminu
tion of importance of central Jewish bodies
(except as entrance passes to Jewish c e m e 
teries in s o m e communities); and the inabil
ity to define w h o is a Jew in w a y s that do not
create divisions between Jews. This list
could also be longer.

THE PROFESSIONAL R E S P O N S E TO
THESE CHANGES
The contours of institutions in Jewish life
are changing, just as Jewish life and stmcture
have always changed. For m e the issue is the
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need for Jewish communal professionals to
play a conscious role in helping shape tomor
row's Jews, Judaism, and its institutions.
Without this calling as a base for all that
follows, there can be nothing approaching a
coherent core of expectations.
In many cases the configuration of insti
tutional responses to the developments of the
last quarter-century was totally unpredictable.
In yet other instances, trends or concems
voiced in the 1970s have come to pass. Major
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W e face these challenges: h o w to reach
out to those outside the conventional umbrella(s) of Jewish communal service; h o w to
learn from the creative and innovative
among us even as w e try to communicate
that there is a canon of values, knowledge,
and skills that should and could be binding
us; and h o w to identify all w h o labor at
bettering Jewish life and engaging in Tikkun
Olam in general so that there are icons to
inspire us and learn from.

Jewish agencies, such as JDC, the federations,
Keren Hayeson, and Chabad, have played of

T O W A R D B E C O M I N G A PROFESSION

ten heroic roles in responding to some of the
mega-issues: massive waves of immigration
and renewing or putting into place appropriate
services and institutions to serve Jews in Ethi
opia, Eastem Europe, and South America.
And yet, most of the truly innovative re
sponses to the evolving or newly recognized
needs and aspirations of Jews have occurred
outside organized Jewish community aus
pices. The proliferation of alternative ap
proaches has been especially visible in North
America, as mega-givers have increasingly
created services that have had an enormous
impact on Jewish life. Birthright i.srael and
Jewish educational programs under the aus
pices of the Bronfman, Mandel, Shusterman,
Steinhart, and Wexner Foundations, to name
a few, have often resulted in tectonic outcomes.
Simultaneously, altematives to the traditional
service organizations and institutions have pro
liferated almost beyond measure. N e w forms
of synagogues, spiritual centers, funding mech
anisms and networks, and experimental educa
tional approaches and programs, too many to
be described here, have flourished.
In contrast, the organized Jewish c o m m u 
nity in many instances has tended to be re
active, rather than proactive. A s a result,
many professionals w h o began their careers
within the organized Jewish community have
left those settings to m o v e into the alterna
tive service models. Research has tended to
confirm a growing divide in Jewish life be
tween the organized community, which has
tended to b e c o m e ever more bureaucratic,
and these alternative models (Belzer, 2005)
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In the quest to identify canon and icons, I
begin by reconfirming what I have long be
lieved: Jewish communal service is not a
profession. Rather it can only be satisfacto
rily comprehended by defining the settings
and frameworks within which people w h o
call them.selves professionals work. Within
these settings there are people w h o fit the
definition of a professional by virtue of their
education (e.g., rabbis, Jewish educators, and
graduates of programs of Jewish communal
service). Those with degrees in social work,
pubhc administration, business administra
tion, management, psychology, marketing,
and the like are professionals in the sense of
having been certified in their respective pro
fessions through a degree-granting institu
tion and/or a national or intemational certi
fying body.
Only when the components of which
Ralph writes are accepted can w e truly speak
of a Jewish communal professional. These
components are Jewishness, JewLsh knowl
edge, and management skills (I prefer the
term practice skills), including management
and these other k e y attributes: leadership,
planning research, educational and c o m m u 
nity builder (he calls the latter "negotiator of
coalition"). All w h o call themselves Jewish
communal professionals must share a core of
values, knowledge, and skills.
For Ralph, the mission of the Jewish pro
fessional was to assure Jewish survival and
guardianship. I would add to these t w o the
enhancement of Jewish continuity. Today,
survival is an insufficient goal. Physical sur-
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vival without the values and aspirations as
sociated with Jewish teachings shortchanges
the professional and the Jewish community.
The professional must have a passion in the
belly to use every appropriate opportunity to
celebrate the Jewish future in all of its cre
ative glory.
In developing Jewish communal service,
w e should look to other professions for use
ful models. In the United States those w h o
sell real estate and those w h o raise funds, for
example, define themselves in the context of
the services they perform, not their prior
education. They agree on what is needed to
call themselves "certified realtors" or "certi
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what others have done? Collectively as Jews
w e do great things; w e have much power;
affect legislation; promote physical and psy
chic health and safety; aid in the growth of
institutions, hospitals, universities, camps,
h o m e s for the aging, centers, counseling cen
ters, synagogues, schools, to name but s o m e
- and yet w e cannot achieve consensus on
what and w h o w e are as a professional col
lectivity.
The following steps assume that there are
colleagues w h o are or can b e c o m e commit
ted to the need for e v o l v i n g a structure and
agreed-on components beyond their o w n set
tings, agencies, or practice specialties.

fied fundraising personnel." Values, knowl
edge, and skills appropriate to their selected

1.

A s k a small group of professionals rep
resenting a cross-section of settings and
professional backgrounds to write a code
o f ethics grounded in Jewish and over
arching professional values. This c o d e
should spell out in general terms the
behaviors and expectations to be sub
scribed to by those interested in affiliat
ing in a formal way with JCSA.

2.

Ask yet another group of representative
professionals and academics from the
schools and programs of Jewish c o m m u 
nal service to identify the specific
knowledge and general competencies to
be the basis for a curriculum for those
w h o have been working in Jewish set
tings for five years or less.
Establish an Internet chat room in which
designated representatives of the profes

area of work are identified, agreed on, and
codified, and no one can use the patented
title the field has chosen without meeting
certain requirements.
The social work profession has a laddered
approach to certification, and so the National
Association of Social Workers has varying
levels

of

requirements

for

membership.

These levels grow out of both the settings in
which one works and the level of education
and practice experience one has achieved. In
many states certification is required; in yet
others licensure is a requisite.
The field of health care is an even more
pertinent model. Physicians; nurses (voca
tional

and

registered); x-ray,

ultrasound,

3.

C A T scan, and lab technicians; orderlies;
administrators; chaplains; and development

sional groups and local affiliates within
J C S A can discuss the concept of affilia
tion, a certification process based on the
c o d e of ethics, and the competencies
identified in Step 2.

personnel are all in the field of health care,
but no one is expected or capable of master
ing more than a sliver of all that the field
collectively represents. Yet, the knowledge
and skills needed to perform well in each

4.

Identify icons in communal service in
the present and the last century and cir
culate their names through the JCSA
W e b site. Challenge people to read about
one person no longer alive.

5.

Award research stipends to graduate stu
dents in Jewish communal schools to
encourage the coordinated development
over a period of time of more detailed
curricular materials that flesh out the

position, all in the pursuit of saving lives
and/or easing death, are delineated.
Barbers and hairdressers, plumbers and
electricians must be licensed to function le
gally w h e n using one of these tides. Only in
Jewish life can one call oneself a Jewish
communal professional and "voila" it be
c o m e s a reality.
W h y has it been so impossible for us to do
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products produced by the various work
groups above.
Expand the number of teleconferences
for professional teaching, inspiration and
examination of appropriate research.
(Perhaps JDC might help provide funds
for such a project.)
Initiate a certification process. Jewish or
ganizations should be encouraged to rec
ognize this certificate as the preferred
basis for hiring people. Careful and sus
tained contacts with major agencies on
both the lay and professional level would
be required to help bring the model to life.

Spend the next decade taking those steps,
first in North America if need be, but with a
v i e w to repeating the process in all Jewish
communities interested in evolving a struc
ture that leads to the certification of Jewish
communal workers. All w h o have been paid
professionals in Jewish communal service
should be grandfathered in and be eligible to
use the certified title developed through this
process; for example, certified Jewish pro
fessional.
Over the next f e w years, if w e willed it,
w e could settle on the canon for those w h o
call themselves Jewish communal workers. I
call for the World Council of Jewish C o m 
munal Service to m o v e from talk to action.
Let there be small groups in each country
committed to the task of defining the mean
ings of the words "Jewish," "communal,"
and "service" and determining the shared
values and communal aspirations to be held
by professionals. These groups should con
sider such questions as these in their delib
erations; Must the visions and values be
solely "religious"? Must they be grounded in
the values of democracy, self-determination,
individual rights, and communal expecta
tions? What must one know and demonstrate
to be able to deal with the problems and
potentialities of Jewish and the communities
in which they live?
These answers can be generated locally
and then nationally and internationally
through
teleconferencing,
e-mail,
chat
rooms, and the hke. Curriculum experts can
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be enlisted to provide theoretical frameworks
for some official certification process. A be
ginning w a s made in 1996-97 when the
Wexner Foundation funded a grant to the
Jerusalem Center for Public Affairs. Repre
sentatives from American-based programs
and schools of Jewish communal service met
for a number of sessions over a two-year
period. They produced a text (purposefully
loose-leaf), Serving tlie Jewish Polity (Bubis
et a l , 1997), which focused on the develop
ment of Jewish political theory and included
case materials highlighting issues confront
ing the Jewish community. The intention
was to encourage the use of the materials in
all programs and schools, thereby develop
ing one component of a c o m m o n curriculum.
A lack of funding for follow-up monitoring,
faculty training, and updating the material
prevented as much of a wide-based use of the
curriculum as the authors had hoped and
intended.
And what about the icons, w h o give us a
sense of past and commitment to furthering
their teachings? They are out there among
us. Until w e all read s o m e of the same liter
ature and mingle with colleagues from all
manner of settings, they will remain unrec
ognized. Only when w e codify our history
and the roles played over the past century by
so many now-forgotten leaders will w e have
pride in defining and in celebrating our
selves. At the very least, w e should publish a

book. Who's Who In World Jewish Commu
nal Service, once every t w o decades.
A s part of the charge for the next four
years, w e must find the means to write a
history of what our field has accomplished.
Only then can the fragmentation among us,
which today continues apace, can be arrested.
CONCLUSION
W e Jewish communal professionals are
the Klei Kodesh (holy vessels) of today. W e
are the modern counterparts to the priest of
old - serving Jews and helping connect the
Jewish people to their responsibilities while
responding to their needs. It remains our task
to help frame that which must be valued
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today and that which w e must k n o w of our
past: the teachings and the people w h o have
made our presence possible. W e must better
clarify w h y w e d o what w e d o and w h o it is
that can best distill and transmit the essence
of what w e aspire to be and accomplish.
Then w e can m o v e toward the hope e x 
pressed by many of us over the decades: the
development of a field of Jewish communal
service based on a consensus as to what
those w h o labor on behalf of the Jewish
people should value, know, and remember.
Thus will our competencies grow along with
our pride and sense of self-worth. That
would be a great birthday present for Ralph
Goldman.
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